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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
When I last wrote in the Spring newsletter, I was commenting on how it seemed as if spring
would never come. That was from the perspective of the cold end to February, and the
‘Beast from the East’. Then, shortly after our AGM, we had another unwanted visit from
Siberia, which filled the lanes with enormous drifts as the wind blew the snow off the fields.
From a wildlife point of view, this weather delayed all sorts of spring events and brought
crowds of birds into gardens to feed on seed mixes and whatever else we came up with.
Well, since that cold end to winter and a belated spring, we have had some very welcome
summer weather, and countryside and gardens have burst into bloom. Our programme of
talks and outings has added a variety of perspectives to the changing of the seasons. Insect
life makes its presence felt more as spring advances, and beetles were the insects we heard
about in March. In warm May, cockchafers were filling my moth trap with their large bodies,
bumping into moths already in the trap as they clambered laboriously about. But despite
these giant visitors, many moths also flew in – a welcome sight after unproductive nights
during colder, wetter March and April. However, it is worrying that insect numbers in general
are falling steeply throughout the UK and Europe, and documenting insect life in our area is
vital. They are not just of interest in themselves, but because they are key to a healthy
ecosystem.
Our annual evening programme ended in April and May with two fascinating talks on
hedgehogs and owls, both much loved by the general public. We heard how hedgehogs live
and how they can be helped by humans – for, once again, their numbers have declined
catastrophically. Owls are creatures of myth and legend, but also of fact: it was good to hear
in depth about the lives of several different species from all over Europe. Both these talks
illustrated how the dedication and passion of individual people can add so much to our
understanding and appreciation of wildlife. Many of our members also have stories to tell
about their interactions with wildlife, and we’d like to hear from any of you who would like to
contribute by writing a short article for a future newsletter.
Now, our summer programme of outings is well under way. In early May members were in
Yarner Wood, a stronghold for pied flycatchers and wood warblers. In June, we met
butterflies, dragonflies and moths among the grasses and sedges of Knowstone Moor – a
completely different habitat to Yarner – but also home to migrant birds from Africa.
Blackcaps and willow warblers were the loudest voices, together with our resident skylarks,
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which have passed the winter in the fields. We have Bystock Pools, Ashclyst Forest and
Dawlish Warren to look forward to between now and September. Keep looking at your
programme, and come along to an outing when you can. There’s always something new to
see, whether it be plant or animal!
Liz Rogers

FEATURES
A Trip to Wales

Shelia and I decided to make a short trip to Wales, so that we could "tick off" a couple of
items on our bucket list. We booked three nights at a hotel on the edge of the Black
Mountains which are on the western side of the Brecon Beacons national park. Our trip
turned out to exceed our expectations.
On the journey down we took a lunch break at Raglan Castle, which has a wonderfully
peaceful atmosphere despite a violent and eventful history.
Next day we drove around the national park, hearing cuckoos and ending up at the
Llanddeusant red kite feeding station. Although we had seen red kites all around us in the
sky, we were amazed at the numbers that came into the feeding station that day. We
estimated 130 but the owner indicated that in winter over 200 visited at feeding time.
Shortly before 3pm, feeding time, red kites started to gather in the trees and a large
number of crows, jackdaws and magpies lined the fences. As the farmer walked around
the field in front of us, hurling large beef bones and scraps, the kites descended like Stuka
dive bombers, also with a lot of screeching. They almost, but never quite, collided with
him or each other as they competed for the food. It was very obvious that birds are
descended from dinosaurs as it was all very primordial.

Feeding time at Llanddeusant
(Photo by Shelia Richardson)
The red kites were not very efficient as they never landed and dropped a lot of the scraps
they picked up. This is what the corvids were waiting for, to grab items near the fence or
in the long grass. It was all very noisy and frantic.
As it started to quieten down a bit a buzzard arrived to grab his share and before long
other members of his family arrived. Two of the youngest were very newly fledged with
some of their fluffy baby feathers still visible. He was happy to let one of the youngsters
take food from him.
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In the middle of all this chaos, swallows were skimming back and forth in front of the hide
ignoring everything going on.
This was a trip we would thoroughly recommend to all; seeing birds of prey up close in
such numbers is breathtaking. Do not follow our lead on the number of photographs we
took, it will take weeks to thin them out to reasonable numbers.
On our last day we visited the National Botanic garden of Wales in Carmarthenshire. a
beautifully landscaped garden set in wonderful countryside. It had a spectacular dome
built into the hillside housing plants from parts of the world with a Mediterranean climate.
The grounds included streams, fountains and a large butterfly house. The gardens are well
worth a visit and another place which has a lovely relaxing atmosphere.
Peter and Shelia Richardson
The ‘Bees’ that are Flies. (Photos by Liz Rogers)
If you see something like a worker bumble bee buzzing and hovering in front of flowers in
April, look carefully. If it has long spindly legs and a long proboscis, which sticks out straight
in front of it, then it’s a bee fly – and very amazing it is too. After many attempts to take
photos of one with my camera set on the highest possible shutter speed, I eventually ‘froze’
the hovering flight and whirring wings enough to see how it fed. In my garden, bee flies are
most often seen visiting the bright blue flowers of Lithodora diffusa (purple gromwell) on
warm days in April (see photo 1)
There are numerous species of bee fly in Europe,
two of which I see in my garden, and it is the
rarer one, the dotted bee fly, Bombylius
discolor, that I see most often. It is
classified as nationally scarce in
Britain, and is a priority species in the
UK Biodiversity Action Plan. The
most familiar species in the UK is
Bombylius major, which I have only
seen occasionally.
Bee flies have just one pair of
wings, as do flies, not two pairs, like
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bees.
But they are bee mimics,
and the larva parasitise the young
of miner bees. The most striking
feature is the long, stiff proboscis
– as if it had a straw in its mouth
– which cannot be retracted, and is
used to drink nectar from flowers
(see photo 2). They are important
pollinators
worldwide,
and
are
completely harmless. That long proboscis
doesn’t sting!
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Every time I see one, I’m transfixed by their astonishing behaviour in flight, as they hover
in front of flowers, sometimes touching the flower with their long legs but not for long,
then whizzing off in another direction, changing the angle of their wings as they go. This is
as extraordinary as watching a hovering hummingbird hawkmoth or a silver Y moth.
So keep an eye out in your gardens, and perhaps you will see for yourselves one of these
miniature flying experts of the insect world.
Liz Rogers

Jack and Jill
On the 18th
garden and
members of
as far as we
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(our new temporary tenants) (Photos by Malcolm Randle)

April we were suddenly aware of the presence of a pair of jackdaws in our
particularly on the roof of the house. We were used to visits from other
the crow family, i.e. magpies, jays and the occasional carrion crow or rook but
could remember we had never seen jackdaws before.

Both birds were showing specific interest in one of our chimneys and it wasn’t long before we
saw them taking bits of nesting material down the chimney. We named them “Jack and Jill”,
what else? Over the next few days, particularly at the weekend which was warm and sunny,
we kept an eye on proceedings and saw a lot of fascinating nest building activity. We also
noticed that two other pairs of jackdaws were doing likewise in chimneys on other nearby
houses. Fortunately our chimney was not in use and blocked off.
Not knowing a lot about jackdaws we did a bit of research and found that they tend to nest in
loose colonies (compared to rooks who nest in close colonies) and will take over old nests of
larger birds or use holes in trees, buildings and cliffs. Chimneys, they also find to be ideal.
The nest is made from twigs and lined with hair, rags, bark, soil, and many other materials
and this was evidenced by the variety we saw them bringing in.
Everything was done
together at this stage and when some sticks were brought that were too long to go down the
chimney they worked together to push them down.
Presumably these were

“Right - push together now”
to form the base or platform as from then on a whole variety of shorter sticks were brought at
fairly frequent intervals followed by bits of other material, grass, feathers, etc. What
surprised us was that it was between two and three weeks before the nest building seemed to
be complete although from the number of visits made we would have thought it would have
taken only a few days.
Goodness knows how large the nest is but it’s a good job we don’t
need to clear it out!
Before continuing further this is probably a good time to mention a few jackdaw facts:
The jackdaw (Corvus monedula) is the smallest member of the crow family, (which
includes raven, carrion crow and jay. The common name originates from the word
"jack", meaning "small", and "daw", the native English name for the bird. They are as
much at home in farmland and woodland as they are in urban landscapes.
Jackdaws form strong pair bonds with their mates and are renowned for their devotion
towards their partner. Even if they suffer from a few years of unsuccessful breeding,
they still stay together.
They are highly intelligent and social, and easily pick up tricks and new skills, in the wild
as well as in captivity
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Jackdaws often roost and feed together and if one finds a particularly good supply of
food it will regularly come back to the same area, sometimes encouraging other
jackdaws to come along.
Their diet largely comprises seeds, fruit, invertebrates and small rodents. Jackdaws are
also carrion eaters and will pick at road kills or even take eggs from other nests. The
diet varies depending on location. Near farms insects are important, but in urban and
woodland areas seeds and fruit make up more of the diet.
Between four and six eggs are usually laid, which the female commences to incubate
before the clutch is completed (asynchronously). This can sometimes result in the death
of the last hatched young.
Incubation lasts for around 17 to 18 days. The male takes
no part in this but stays in the vicinity of the nest. The young fledge about a month after
hatching.

A few samples of some of the nesting materials brought
Near the end of the first week of May we were fairly sure eggs had been laid as only one of
the pair was to be seen, usually near the nest site. As only the female incubates it seemed
natural to assume that this was the male. When we had seen them together we could not see
any significant differences between them.
Over the following six weeks we watched the nest site for varying periods on most days. In
the incubation stage we often saw evidence of the strong bond between the pair.
Sometimes the male would call to the female from the roof top or the chimney and after a
while she would appear. There would then follow a little bill tapping episode or sometimes
he would give her a little present such as a small stick or a feather which she then took back
down into the nest. We never actually saw food pass between them and as she would
sometimes fly off for a short period we assumed she was getting her own. We noticed that
much the same was happening in the other occupied chimneys nearby. The fairly high
pitched short call of the jackdaw with which most people are familiar, is by no means its only
call. It has a much lower toned one, more like a carrion crow and also some shorter quieter
ones which seemed to be used for conversing with each other when in close proximity.
We never really had a clear idea of when the eggs hatched but around 20th May we started
to see both birds together and there was a lot of coming and going as time went on. As the
crow family regurgitate food to their chicks we didn’t see any specific items of food being
brought. We thought, as time passed, we might hear the chicks calling but we were never
aware of this. We had no idea how far down the chimney the nest was situated but it must
have been low enough to cut off sounds from within.
During this period we witnessed
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several incidents where an unwelcome visitor such as a magpie, carrion crow or in one case
a starling got too close to the nest. We were treated to an amazing aerial display of diving
and soaring twisting and turning until the potential intruder beat a hasty retreat.
We were fairly confident that fledging must have occurred on or around the 20th June as it
became quite noisy and there were a lot of jackdaws about, probably from the other nearby
nests as well. They mostly seemed to be roosting in large trees opposite the house.
Occasionally the adults visited the nest site and peered down the chimney and called, as
though checking that none had been left behind. On 22nd June, Jack (or maybe it was Jill)
appeared on our roof with a young jackdaw who we were fairly sure was one of their brood.
The young ones have mostly soft grey plumage on breast and back until their first moult.
For the next few days we often saw the adults who
regularly came into the garden for food but the
youngsters were mostly out of sight in the trees,
judging by the noise.
By 27th/28th June the noise levels had noticeably
decreased and we realised that most of the fledglings
had disappeared.
Early on 30th June, just as it
seemed they had all gone on to a new location, the
adults appeared on the chimney. After some apparent
discourse between them one spent some time looking
down the chimney and even went down into it then flew
away. The other one stayed for several more minutes
before going on calling as it went. Maybe it was saying
“just checking”.
We miss them quite a bit now as we’d got used to
having them around but perhaps they will return next
year as jackdaws often use the same nest again.
One of the fledglings
Overall it was an enjoyable and educational experience
and we shall remember for a long time sitting in the lovely May and June sunshine watching
our jackdaw pair.
Malcolm and Brenda Randle

Spotted Flycatchers at Castle Lodge

Our pair of Spotted Flycatchers last visited our open fronted
nest box at Castle Lodge in 2016. Imagine our delight
when a pair of Spotted Flycatcher reappeared this year
taking up the same nest box.
Such an amazing bird with exquisite flight patterns.
The angles of flight combined with spinning and
hovering is a breathtaking experience. The techniques
for capturing flying insects are so adroit that their
flight pattern is unique. Although its grey brown
plumage is relatively inconspicuous the breast of this
bird has a streaky appearance, rather than spotted.
The attached photograph shows one of the spotted
flycatchers photographed on its favourite viewing point,
hence the name post-bird.
From this branch of our flowering cherry tree, they both take
short aerial spins and flight paths to pick up the insects which they
Photo by Gavin Haig
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take back to the fledglings. The flight or jizz of this fascinating bird seems to incorporate
every angle, both acute and oblique. We have never seen either of them miss the flying
insects that they have set their beaks on.
The open fronted nest box that they use is fixed to the garden wall of our sitting room.
Quite often spotted flycatchers choose a projecting beam from a house or building and as a
result have earned the name “beam bird”.
One other distinguishing feature of this grey brown bird with dark brown stripes on the
crown is a habit of tail flicking. Another feature which I always love to admire is their long,
pointed insectivorous beak.
When we lived at Spillifords, we looked forward each April to a family or two of pied
flycatcher, but here at Castle Lodge we are equally happy to welcome a pair of spotted
flycatcher to our garden, and hope they become regular visitors.
Gavin Haig

North Devon Link Road embankment at Sampford Peverell – an update in
June 2018 (Photos by Peter Bowers)

Since the Council stopped carrying out an annual maintenance of two south-facing
embankments of the North Devon Link Road (A361) four or five years ago, a previously
wildlife-rich area of grassland has been gradually degrading. I have visited one of these
embankments twice over the last few sunny days, and am pleased to report that many of
the species of flora and fauna that were there in abundance several years ago are still
clinging on! The situation is, therefore, not yet as dire as I had feared, and I am convinced
that the site can recover from its degradation and from the losses that have occurred.
A footpath running along the top edge of part of the site is the best place to get an
impression of the overall ‘health’ of the whole embankment. From this vantage point one
can see areas of tall grassland, other sections of shorter grass which are more
accommodating for the wildflowers, and thigh-high patches of dense brambles which have
swallowed up previously wildflower-rich areas. As for trees and bushes, which have grown
unchecked, there are many self-seeded ash and hawthorn the larger of which are shading
out sensitive areas. On the bright side, the brambles are presently in flower and being
visited by bees and butterflies, and many of the ash saplings have succumbed to ash
dieback (perhaps we’ve never considered the positive effects of this disease before?).
In years gone by,
when the site was
clear of brambles
that grasp at your
ankles, one could
walk a transect
from
one
end
(where there is a
lay-by)
to
the
footpath
at
the
other extremity, a
distance of about
400 yards. That is
not possible now,
but about half of
Narrow-bordered five
the site can be
Encroaching brambles
spot burnet moth on ash
negotiated (using great care!) before reaching an impenewith die-back
trable barrier of brambles.
Consequently, I’ve made no
attempt at a formal transect record, but can just give an impression of what can be found
there, and what may no longer be present.

Pyramidal orchid
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For
wildflowers,
per-haps the most
impressive on this
site used to be
pyramidal orchids,
which were mostly
concentrated in the
central, and now
heavily
brambleencroached,section.
Pleasingly, it would
seem that these
orchids have dispersed more widely
around the accessible part of the site,
where they can be
found dotted about
in small numbers.

Narrow-bordered five
spot burnet moth
Many of the others have managed to survive where the brambles have yet to take hold, but
one notable absence is birds-foot-trefoil. This used to only occur in one small area, but
that has now gone, shaded out by trees.
Probably as a consequence of the loss of birds-foot-trefoil, I have seen no common blue
butterflies or six-spot burnet moths, both of which favour this plant, and both used to be
abundant here. However, the narrow-bordered five-spot burnet moth, which prefers red
clover and meadow vetchling for its larval food plants, is still present in reasonable numbers.
As an estimate, there were 50 or 60 seen, with as many as
six nectaring on
one field scabious
flower head.
About 20 large
skippers
were
present (quite a
pleasing number)
but
no
small
skippers (perhaps
it was too early).
Marbled
whites
Large skipper
were also around,
numbering about 30.
No ringlets yet, but they were only
just beginning to emerge in the locality, so perhaps they will
be there soon.

Marbled white

The Council has undertaken to carry out a one-off clearance of the site this coming winter –
something I shall be watching out for with interest. Hopefully, this will provide a period of
respite, giving the flora and fauna time to recover, whilst a long-term maintenance plan can
be worked on. So far, DCC (Highways) has vetoed any volunteer input whatsoever, on
Health and Safety grounds. But I believe that there must be a way to keep this valuable site
(and the sister site half a mile west along the same road) under maintenance, and will
continue to press the case.
Peter Bowers
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Tiverton Hospital Wildlife Garden (Photos by Gavin Haig)

Some thirteen years ago I had the opportunity to create a wildlife garden at the newly built
Tiverton District Hospital during my presidential year of Exe Valley
Rotary Club.
This was to celebrate a century of Rotary
International, a worldwide organisation geared to support local
communities, as well as providing relief for global disaster areas.
Several other teams have offered help to maintain and
enhance this hospital wildlife garden, and they include MDNHS
and Tiverton Hospital League of Friends.
Exe Valley Rotary
along with the League of Friends arranged a sponsored
evening to increase our bird and mammal nest boxes. They in
turn were fixed with the name of the sponsor.
Imagine our delight, when the hedgehog home was occupied by
a family for several years. Many birds have nested and raised
their families at the garden, in the last two years we have had a
family of spotted flycatchers. ( See attached photo).
Spotted flycatcher
at nestbox
With all this success and a good number of breeding butterflies,
it seemed appropriate to enter our wildlife garden at Tiverton
Hospital for the Rodney Huggins Environmental Award. This is a national competition,
and commands great respect both in the UK and abroad.
To our delight our Tiverton

Hospital Wildlife Garden won the overall award, and I was presented with a generous
cheque towards the garden, together with a trophy to keep for the Exe Valley Rotary Club.
I attach photographs of the citation and the trophy from the Rodney Huggins team, plus

one of the spotted flycatchers at its nest box.
Gavin Haig FRCS.
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EVENTS
Championing Hedgehogs - in the Garden and in Rescue - Doreen Williams

Cullompton Wildlife Care Centre
For our April meeting we given a very different look at hedgehogs and the challenges that
they face. Doreen Williams has been running a wildlife care centre for 24 years and
numerous hedgehogs have benefited from her passion for looking after sick and injured
wildlife.
Doreen started by giving us an update on hedgehogs in general and what we can do to help
them in our gardens. She then went on to explain the threats that they face. We saw
numerous images of ailing hedgehogs, some of which had injuries that were not for the faint
hearted but, in showing them, she was able to illustrate the challenges that hedgehogs face.
With such knowledge we are in a better position to do our bit to reduce the threats to this
declining and much-loved mammal.
Many of the threats to hedgehogs are widely known about (strimmers, ponds, habitat
fragmentation, slug bait, bonfires, cow’s milk etc.) but, with her experience of many years of
caring for injured hedgehogs, Doreen was able to tell us about some threats that most of us
were not aware of:





Bin bags – when left out awaiting collection, not infrequently, end up with a hedgehog
burrowing into them (presumably after either food or shelter).
Meal worms – whilst hedgehogs have a passion for eating mealworms this tasty snack
is high in phosphorous. This in turn causes a depletion of the calcium in the bones of
the hedgehogs resulting in osteoporosis and brittle bones. Ideally Mealworms should,
not be fed at all. If they are fed only a few should be fed as a treat (as you might eat
a little chocolate now and then).
Litter – hedgehogs are inquisitive, and it is not unusual for them to get trapped in
litter (eg a discarded paper cup, elastic bands and the plastic that holds together a
“four/six pack” of drinks tins).

In the second half of the presentation
Doreen showed us her treatment
room then went on to discuss
the care and treatment of sick
hedgehogs. The first thing to
note is that any hedgehog
found out in daylight is a
sick hedgehog and needs
help. Another thing to look
out for is an underweight
hedgehog. An underweight
hedgehog will have lost its
normal round, plump and pearshaped body and will have spines
that are sagging over a sharp spine.

(Photo by Stephen Powles)

Sick hedgehogs often get fly strike, especially if they have an open wound. Numerous small
rice grain like objects at the base of the spines are likely to be fly eggs and need to be
removed before they hatch into maggots (maggots themselves need removing asap). A very
common ailment and killer of hedgehogs is lungworm. Most ailing hedgehogs receive
medication to remove a possible worm burden. Strimmer injuries and dog bites are, sadly,
all too common. Other diseases commonly encountered are ticks, fleas, ringworm and mites.
Using her experience of many years in the field Doreen was able to make us better aware of
what we can do help hedgehogs. As a result, hopefully fewer hedgehogs will have the need
to visit rescue centres such as hers.
Stephen Powles
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Visit to Yarner Wood

It must be some 20 years since my last visit to Yarner Wood, so I was keen to re-visit this
glorious well established woodland to kindle my pied flycatcher spirit and hear an orchestra
of birdsong. We were not disappointed on this MDNHS field trip ably led by Ray Jones on
Tuesday May 1st. The weather was mostly bright and clear, and when it did rain briefly,
we were well placed to take cover in a woodland hide.
Butterflies were far from numerous, but we
did see a male brimstone to complement
the many bushes and saplings of alder
buckthorn ( Frangula alnus). There were
sightings of small and large white along
with green veined, and several speckled
wood too.
But the highlight was the
elegant pied flycatcher. all angles and tail
flicking with the male calling " zip zip zip"
to attract a wife, or two! The high of all
highlights was a chance view of a pair
cascading like a waterfall, a romantic
pairing dance, not two metres away from
us. After this delightful courtship the black
and white male took his somewhat
bemused wife to be, to a nearby hole
fronted nest box.
Such a wonderful
occasion. (See the attached sketch of the
"cascade")
The trees were simply glorious and
majestic, they graced both sides of the
forest rides and a good many had a variety
of nest boxes fixed to them for birds and
mammals. One graceful newly leafed birch
tree took my gaze, and I sketched the
birch as a memory.
After all this a small group of us needed to recover at the Cleave Inn at nearby Lustleigh,
almost another cascade!!
Gavin Haig

Owl Sense, Miriam Darlington, May 18th 2018

We were fortunate to hear from Miriam about her book ‘Owl Sense’ (Book of the Week on
Radio 4), published earlier this year, and about how she became fascinated by owls. “Owls
are not cute!” declared Miriam, contrary to how they are often described by those who
have never been up-close and personal with them. Other birds know this and mob them!
They are a bit sinister, with their silent flight, big eyes and rotatable heads, and feature in
lots of mythology in many cultures, including as an emblem of wisdom. Miriam set out to
see all the species of European owls in their natural habitats, such as the great grey owl in
boreal forests, to get a feel for how they live. Early on, she volunteered at The Barn Owl
Trust and got to know where barn owl nests were in Devon. She was there during a very bad
year for barn owls. They are vulnerable to bad weather, since their plumage is not
waterproof; but can quickly recover by producing lots of owlets in good years, provided
their feeding grounds (field margins with good vole populations) are preserved.
Miriam read several passages from her book, one about owl pellets and how they reveal
what owls have been eating, because the gizzard retains the insoluble bits of food and
compresses them into a pellet, which is regurgitated. She talked about tawny owls –
relatively common, and most-often seen – and long-eared owls, the hardest to see in the
UK. They are migratory, and can be seen in large numbers in Serbia, for example, where
there is an owl festival in October.
Little owls are in serious decline in Devon, probably
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because of intensive farming and
unpredictable
weather.
They
need mature trees with hollows
in them and invertebrate food.
Short-eared owls, with their
striking facial disc, gather in
Exminster Marshes in winter.
Miriam scoured Dartmoor for
them, eventually getting very
close to one when it mistook her
head for a perch!
The talk ended with a brief tour
through pygmy owls, Ural owls,
eagle owls and snowy owls,
mixed with readings from ‘Owl
Sense’,
which
expressed
beautifully the allure of owls,
their habits and habitats. We all
came away with a lot more of a
sense of owls, thanks to Miriam.
A tawny owl hunting
(Photo by Stephen Powles)

Liz Rogers

Knowstone Moor outing - 6 June 2018 photos by Liz Rogers
This outing was scheduled two weeks earlier than last year, in the hope that we would be
more likely to see marsh fritillaries. We were unlucky in that, but seven of us spent an
excellent morning, with plenty to interest everyone amongst the plants, butterflies, moths
and birds. Fortunately, what began as a cold overcast day turned warm and sunny just as we
were despairing of seeing any butterflies at all.
Knowstone moor is
part of the wet culm
grasslands in Devon,
but was mostly dry
underfoot this year.
Birds were immediately heard, rather
than seen, when we
arrived in woodland
on Hares Down, and
then out on the
moor: willow warblers, skylarks, blackcaps, redpolls and
tree pipits. Botanists
among us were happy
to find six species of
sedge;
and
one
wetter
area
had
plenty
of
sphagnum
moss and sundew in it, Some of the group plus small pearl-bordered fritillary (inset)
as well as mature frogs. Louseworts were common, as were heath spotted orchids, just
coming into flower, and meadow thistles in bud. One patch of heath speedwell was found,
and some bitter vetch. As ever, there were drifts of cotton grass over a large area, and
patches of managed scrub and small trees with cattle grazing amongst them.
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It was in the scrub that we saw many small pearl-bordered fritillaries flying once the sun
came out, and one green hairstreak. In grassy areas, there were small heaths and greenveined whites. With them were day-flying moths: lead belles, clouded buffs, common heaths
and brown silverlines, plus numerous unidentified micro-moths. It was well past mid-day
when we came off the moor very satisfied with our visit.
Liz Rogers

OBITUARY
Sadly we have lost two of our members during the year to date

Ralph Hopper

2nd July 1935 to 2nd April 2018

by Alan Hopkins

For over 30 years Ralph and I shared a friendship through our mutual love of natural
history. Initially this was through the South West Herpetological Society which Ralph ran
with his friend Frank Gibbons. His sheer enthusiasm for reptiles and amphibians ensured
that the Society thrived. Ralph encouraged members to pass on their knowledge to others
including children, at shows and schools, helping to remove many of the misconceptions
about these animals. He also loved the world of invertebrates which he likewise passed on to
the members. All of this made Ralph a natural recruit for the Mid Devon Natural History
Society (via Gavin Haig). It resulted in him not only expanding his own knowledge of nature
generally but members also benefiting from his wide knowledge of herpetology and
entomology.
Ralph, who was a police Inspector in the Devon and Cornwall Constabulary, lived in Newton
Abbot where he shared his three storey house, plus basement and garden, with his wife
Julia and family plus a virtual menagerie of invertebrates, reptiles and amphibians. He was
a keen collector which enabled him to gain a better
understanding of their behaviour and needs.
His
collection included a Burmese python as well as tarantula
spiders, salamanders, numerous stick insects and
marsh frogs. In fact he had some breeding success
with the marsh frogs.
Being a good organiser Ralph masterminded
several natural history study trips for members of
both societies to the central French wetlands of
the Brenne Natural Regional Park. This area is
known as the “Land of a Thousand Lakes” and an
absolute haven for all naturalists, especially
herpetologists. The trips, which were based at St
Gaultier near Chateauroux, were highly successful
and thoroughly enjoyed by all who went,
especially myself.
Another interest that Ralph and I shared was in
video recording and Ralph was an active member of
the Teign Cine and Video Club.
He also became a
keen sound recordist and one of the highlights of our
combined efforts was a memorable visit to the greater
horseshoe bats colony at Chudleigh.
When digital
cameras improved he expanded into the world of still
photography.
He won awards with his local camera
Ralph with the Dennis
club and with the MDNHS when he won the 2015 Dennis
Pickering award in 2015
Pickering competition with a photo of a hummingbird hawk moth.
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Ralph was a natural communicator and his ability to engage with people made him an
obvious choice to host the popular members “Reflections” presentation which he continued
for many years. These were always enjoyable occasions which Ralph eventually decided to
hand over in 2013, to the capable hands of Stephen Powles.
Once he had fully retired he moved to a bungalow in Ogwell, on the outskirts of Newton
Abbot where he soon created a new domain of ponds for his amphibians. He also built an
aviary for captive bred doves and finches in which he had become interested. Around this
time Julia had become ill and Ralph spent much of his time caring for her. He also had a
health scare himself resulting in a short period of hospitalisation but being Ralph he took this
in his stride.
I last saw Ralph and Julia on her birthday, 22nd March.
He seemed in good form and
showed me a new terrarium he had created, stacked with a variety of invertebrates of which
he was taking photographs with the Dennis Pickering competition in mind. Although unable
to undertake much travelling in recent times he had planned a short holiday to Cornwall.
This led to some reminiscing about some of the many holidays we had shared.
Ralph was always good company and next to Julia and his family, was happiest when in
contact with the animals he kept and the natural world he enjoyed so much.
Ogwell Church was full to capacity on April 23rd for Ralph’s memorial service, a fitting tribute
from his many friends.

Suzanne Cohen

26th April 1947 to 21st June 2018
Suzanne was born in South Africa from where she moved with her family to Zimbabwe
and lived there until the age of 10 when they moved to the UK to reside in Birmingham.
Suzanne moved to Devon in 1978
She lived in Exeter where she met Roger Crouch, her
long time partner, and joined the Society in 1991.
During her time as a member she attended many
events including all but two of the annual
dinner/socials.
She loved Africa and with Roger
returned to Zimbabwe in 1995 for a month where
they travelled around the country. She returned
twice more with members of her family and then, in
2014 together with Roger, visited the Okavango
Delta and the Victoria Falls.
In 2015 Suzanne and
Roger again visited Africa where they spent a week
kayaking on the Zambezi river before going on to
spend two weeks in Namibia. Throughout these
visits the accent was on wild life and one of
Suzanne’s outstanding childhood memories was of
travelling by train to the Victoria Falls when the
herds of animals seen were vast.
During the last couple of years Suzanne’s health deteriorated and in September 2017 she
entered a care home. Much of Roger’s time during this period was spent in visiting and
helping to care for Suzanne. Members of the Society attended her funeral service at the
Blessed Sacrament Church, Heavitree on 2nd July.
At the following reception at the
Buckerell Lodge Hotel, Roger had created a wonderful photographic display of their African
adventures.
Malcolm Randle
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Mid Devon Natural History Society Privacy Statement
This privacy statement sets out how the Mid Devon Natural History Society (MDNHS), the Data Controller, processes
personal data.
You can access this privacy statement via our homepage by clicking on the appropriate link.
MDNHS is committed to respecting the protection of personal data. Any personal data you provide to us will only be used
in accordance with this privacy statement.

Personal data we collect
We will collect the following types of personal information from you:









Your name;
Postal address;
E-mail address;
Phone number;
IP address;
Responses to surveys, competitions and promotions;
Records of communications with the MDNHS; and
Membership record

You are not required to provide any of the personal information described above to us, however, if you do not do so, you
may not be able to continue your membership or receive any services offered by the MDNHS

What do we do with the information we gather?
We process your personal information to enter or fulfil the contract between us, including:
Purpose

Personal Data used

Membership and other internal record keeping

All the personal information we collect.

Send e-mails about natural history events and
related subjects or other information which we think
you may find interesting such as events the
MDNHS is running. You may opt out of receiving
these emails at any time.

Name, e-mail address, membership record.

Distribution of Newsletters and Events

Name, address, email address, membership
record.

We process your personal information because we have a legitimate interest to improve the services we provide, including:
Purpose

Personal Data used

Legitimate interest

To understand why you have not
renewed your membership

Name, address, email address,
membership record.

The MDNHS has a legitimate
interest to understand why
members have not renewed
their membership and try to
improve the services it
provides.

To understand the use of our
website

IP address, user name.

The MDNHS has a legitimate
interest to understand the use
of their website to ensure it can
be run effectively.
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Sources we collect your personal information from:
We will collect personal information from a number of sources. These include:


Directly from you: when you join the MDNHS, communicate with us, attend events, submit information via our
website or enter competitions.



Our website: Our website may collect information about how you use the website. This information is used for
statistical purposes only.

Who we share your personal information with:
We share personal information with the following parties:


Event organisers: To provide a list of attendees for registration purposes.



Police and law enforcement: to assist with the investigation and prevention of crime.

We will not sell, distribute or lend your personal information to third parties, unless we have your permission or are required
to do so by law.

How long we keep your personal information for
We will keep your personal information for as long as you have a membership with us. After you stop being a member of
the MDNHS, we will keep your personal information for up to 2 years.

Your rights in relation to your personal information
You have the following rights in relation to your personal information: (i) the right to be informed about how your personal
data is used; (ii) the right to access the personal information we hold about you; (iii) the right to request the correction of
inaccurate personal information we hold about you; (iv) the right to request the blocking or deletion of your personal
information in some circumstances.
If you would like to exercise any of the above rights, please write to:
Email:

dp@mdnhs.org.uk

Other websites
Our website may contain links to enable you to visit other websites of interest easily. However, once you have used these
links to leave our site you should note that we do not have any control over that other website. Therefore, we cannot be
responsible for the protection and privacy of any information which you provide whilst visiting such sites and such sites are
not governed by this privacy statement. You should exercise caution and look at the privacy statement applicable to the
website in question.

